
Multi-level �-Finite Element Analysis forHuman Bone StruturesPeter Arbenz1 , Harry van Lenthe2, Uhe Mennel1, Ralph M�uller2, and MarzioSala11 Institute of Computational Siene, ETH Z�urih, CH-8092 Z�urih2 Institute for Biomedial Engineering, ETH Z�urih, CH-8092 Z�urihAbstrat. Osteoporoti fratures are a major ause of severe long-termpain and physial disability, and have an enormous impat on the individ-ual, soiety and health are soial systems. Osteoporosis is seond onlyto ardiovasular disease as a leading health are problem. Sine globalparameters like bone density do not admit to predit the frature risk,patients have to be treated in a more individual way. Today's approahonsists of ombining 3D high-resolution CT sans of individual boneswith a miro-�nite element (�FE) analysis. In this paper we investigatethe eÆient solution of the resulting large systems of linear equations bythe preonditioned onjugate gradient algorithm. Emphasis is given onmultilevel AMG preonditioners.1 IntrodutionOsteoporosis is a disease haraterized by low bone mass and deterioration ofbone miroarhiteture. It leads to inreased bone fragility and risk of frature,partiularly of the hip, spine and wrist. Worldwide, lifetime risk for osteoporotifratures in women is estimated lose to 40%; in men risk is 13% [4℄; osteo-porosis is seond only to ardiovasular disease as a leading health are problem(World Health Organization). Osteoporoti fratures are a major ause of severelong-term pain and physial disability, and have an enormous impat on theindividual, soiety and health are soial systems.With the advent of fast and powerful omputers, simulation tehniques arebeoming popular for investigating the mehanial properties of bone. Usingmirostrutural �nite element (�FE) models generated diretly from omputerreonstrutions of trabeular bone it is now possible to perform a 'virtual exper-iment', i.e. to simulate a mehanial test in great detail and with high preision.Ideally, the development of a system with mirostrutural resolution betterthan 50 �m would allow in-vivo measurement of patients at di�erent instanesin time and at di�erent anatomial sites. Unfortunately, suh systems are notyet available, but the resolution at peripheral sites is approahing a level thatallows eluidation of individual mirostrutural bone elements. Faster and morepreise peripheral quantitative CT systems (pQCT) are now reahing the market,allowing for in-vivo patient measurements with an isotropi resolution betterthan 100 �m.



2 P. Arbenz, H. van Lenthe, U. Mennel, R. M�uller, M. SalaThe resulting FE models are omputationally demanding and require speialsolution shemes. The preonditioning onjugate gradient method is the obvioussolution method. However, �nding a proper preonditioners is not easy. Element-by-element approahes have been proposed about 10 years ago and are nowommon [5℄. Their quality however deteriorates as the problems beome large.For example, a onvergent linear analysis of one human vertebral body requiresover 130 million elements with a resolution of 30 mirons.The memory requirements for solving suh a problem with the element-by-element preonditioned onjugate gradient (EBE-PCG) algorithm (that ispresently employed by researhers at the Institute for Biomedial Engineering)is relatively small. However the onvergene rate beomes exessively poor asthe problem size inreases. Adams et al. [1℄ suggested a smoothed aggregationmultigrid preonditioner. The largest (i.e. most aurate) omputations of thiskind we know of are those reported by Adams et al. [1℄. The number of degrees offreedom (unknowns) of the problems solved there in parallel on 4000 proessorsexeeded half a billion.2 Mathematial modelsThe basi mathematial model of the problem is given by the Lam�e equationsof elastiity. The weak formulation of the 3D problem is: �nd the unknowndisplaements u suh thatZ
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+Z�N gTSv d�; for all v; (1)with the positive Lam�e onstants � and �, the symmetri strains"(u) := 0:5 (ru+ (ru)T );the volume fores f , and the boundary trations g. (We omit details about fun-tion spaes and boundary onditions, see [7℄ for details.) For the problem underonsideration, the omputational domain 
 is extremely ompliated onsist-ing of the union of onneted miro ubes. We disretize problem (1) by �niteelements. The h-version of the �nite element method is applied, whih meansthat the related shape funtions are lowest order pieewise polynomials. The FEdisretization leads to a the linear algebrai systemKu = f ; (2)where K is the related symmetri and positive de�nite sti�ness matrix.Sine K is symmetri positive de�nite the preonditioned onjugate gradientmethod is applied for solving (2). The ruial question is now how to hoose thepreonditioner. We employ a AMG multilevel preonditioner based on smoothedaggregation. Suh preonditioners require relatively little memory in addition tothat required to store the linear system matrixK. We usually observed operator



Multi-level �-Finite Element Analysis for Human Bone Strutures 3omplexities below 1.5. Seond, these preonditioners are optimal, i.e. the num-ber of iteration steps does not depend on the �neness of the disretization ofthe problem at hand and have been proven to work well on dirtributed memoryparallel mahines.3 Numerial experimentsWe report on numerial experiments onduted on two parallel mahines.{ A 160 dual-proessor high performane luster system at ETH Z�urih. Eahnode is on�gured with two AMD Opteron 250 proessors with 2.4 GHz,8 GB of main memory (shared by the two proessors) and a 120 GB disk.The ompute nodes are inter-onnetedvia a two-layer Quadris QsNet IInetwork with a sustained bandwidth of 900MB/s and a lateny below 2�se.{ A Cray XT3 omputer system onsisting of 1100 ompute proessors. TheCPUs are 2.6 GHz AMD Opteron proessors with 2GB of main memoryeah.The proessors are onneted by the Cray SeaStar high-bandwidth (4GB/s sustained), low-lateny interonnet.Our parallel C++ ode is implemented with the Trilinos frame work [3℄. Thedistribution of the mesh data, the matrix assembly, and the solution with thepreonditioned onjugate gradient algorithm are fully parallel. At present, thedisk I/O is still sequential.Some results have been obtained on the Cray XT3 at CSCS in Manno. Wehave investigated algebrai multigrid preonditioners in strutural analysis re-ently in [2℄. We intend to inorporate the smoothed aggregation multigrid pre-onditioner ML [6℄ in the EBE-PCG solver of the Institute for Biomedial En-gineering.We performed a salability test with an arti�ial problem, a solid reatangu-lar beam the length of whih is adjusted to the number p of proessors used. Fora problem onsisting of 40 � 40 � 20p ubes the exeution times of the Jaobipreonditioned onjugate gradient algorithm with element-by-element matrix-vetor produt [8℄ are given in Table 1. The last olumn of this table indiatesp total time solver time iteration ount time/iteration1 18.03 11.56 318 0.03642 25.50 16.69 419 0.03984 37.24 24.98 581 0.04308 66.30 45.39 925 0.049116 98.86 64.77 1616 0.040132 195.11 127.42 3085 0.041364 451.78 302.91 6001 0.0505Table 1. Salable beam test results. Exeution times (in seonds) for Jaobi preon-ditioned g algorithm to redue the residual by a fator of 108.
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